10 reasons for Our token sale and further
development of our Blockchain platform
Enhancing Collaborative SMART InvestingTM solutions?
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AML and KYC checks are currently manual making them costly and slow, this
process can be improved to reduce minimum investment and increase return. The
aim is to get the minimum investment to $1 per person per investment. This will
open up all investors, including the 3 billion currently unbanked people in the
emerging economies.
Fees to list the investment structure currently dilute returns and therefore with
further development these can be improved.
The investment process requires further enhancement which smart contracts can
assist with, reducing middlemen and increasing returns.
Due diligence checks are partly manual and build out of further algorithms, AI, big
data and crowd collaboration / crowd diligence will further streamline the process.
With smart contracts integrating with real estate management agents, Wealth
Migrate will be able to move dividend payouts to more frequently.
Wealth Migrate constantly needs to grow its investor base and those in the Crypto
community require a diversification in terms of investment. (Investors can already
invest on the platform using Bitcoin)
To truly have a global impact we need to enable any investor, anywhere to be able
to invest at anytime. It is essential to have a crypto to allow cross border
transactions, effectively and efficiently.
To enable the platform to integrate globally with other best of breed real estate
and investment platforms, old world companies like REITS or funds and to provide
the trusted global solution.
To provide a gamification instrument to unlock network effects, increase
engagement, empower people with access to the knowledge they need through
‘learning while doing’ and ultimately unlock the whole ecosystem
The most important component is TRUST. The number one barrier to growth is
investors trusting the platform, trusting the providers, trusting the investments
and trusting their money is safe and they will be paid a return. Blockchain is the
foundation
for
trust
in
the
social
commerce
economy.

